
C-45 CLEAR THE HOLDSHELF 

Clear the Holdshelf is a routine function that ALL Innovative Interfaces sites perform on a  daily basis. This 
procedure increases system efficiency, saves valuable staff time, and expedites the hold process:  

 MCFLS holdshelf information is stored in a file that has a size limit. This file fills up 

quickly and can cause problems if the maximum size of 500,000 holds is reached. In 

order to free up space and ensure system stability, you should regularly clear unneeded 

entries from the holdshelf file for your locations served. 

 Clearing the holdshelf is required in order to update the system-generated review file 

called "Items on the Holdshelf" in Create Lists. 

 Cancelled holds will most likely never be removed from the holdshelf file unless you run 

clear the holdshelf. This process makes it possible for the next person in the queue to 

receive the item more promptly. 

 
PLEASE NOTE: All libraries should reconcile items on the printed report with items on their holdshelf, particularly 
those with open holdshelves. If after investigation an item is found to be missing off a library's holdshelf, that library 
may be held financially responsible for that item. 
  

RUNNING CLEAR THE HOLDSHELF 

 

1. In Sierra, click on Clear Expired Holds and Holdshelf from the FUNCTION dropdown menu:  
2. The options should be set to Clear expired holds and holdshelf” and “<Your Lib> CIRC," which indicates the 

locations served by your login. 
3. Click on Clear. When it has finished running, you can click on the Patron column to sort the list alphabetically. 

4.  Click on Print and after you have successfully printed the holds to be pulled, click on Close. Your print out should 

look  something like this: 



 

5. There are six possible sections of the 
report: 

 

Items to be Checked in to Activate 

Next Hold 

With title paging you will need to check 

in some items to activate the next hold 

since holds are retained on the bib level. 

 

Items to be Reshelved or Sent IN-

TRANSIT to Owning Location 

These items are not on hold for anyone 

else and can be sent back to the owning 

library. These items do not need to be 

checked in (they will already be IN 

TRANSIT). If they are your materials, 

sensitize them and they can be shelved. 

No need to check-in the item. 

 

Holds Moved to Next Patron in Queue 

Wand in the item if necessary to print off 

a hold slip or write one manually, 

depending on your local library 

procedure. The report will tell you the 

FROM PATRON (the patron who had the 

hold), the TO PATRON (the patron the 

hold is now going to). No need to check-

in the item. 

 

Items to be Sent IN-TRANSIT to a New 

Pickup Location 

The report will tell you the OLD PATRON 

(the patron who had the hold), the NEW 

PATRON (the patron the hold is now 

going to), and where the NEW PICKUP 

location is. No need to check-in the item. 

 

Expired Holds for Books not on the Holdshelf 

These holds are not on the holdshelf but are instead holds that have expired automatically after being 

on the system for one year.  You can choose to review these holds for the patron and possible reinstate 

them. 

 

Summary 

- This is the information that you see in the white area in the center of the screen after you click the Clear button. It 
is a summary of how many items were cleared. It may also contain a list with a heading that says, “Failed to  clear 
some holds because: [more information] 


